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Who we are and why land and language

§ Mary Hermes: University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, Curriculum and Instruction

§ Mel M Engman: Grassroots Indigenous Multimedia

§ Kevin Roach: Grassroots Indigenous Multimedia

§ Jordyn Flaada: Grassroots Indigenous 

§ Long time Ojibwe language as revitalization, documentation and materials creation



Revitalization makes this next move 
possible

§ Documentation of conversations, materials and further models for everyday interaction 
- informal education, transmission in homes over generations

§ Conversation archives: UMN Digital Conservatory, 2013 “Documenting Chippewa 
Conversations and Training Indigenous Scholars” NSF/DEL: 1346905

§ Building on success of Waadookoaading, young speakers invited to participate in walks 
with first speakers. 

§ Building on land as pedagogy, especially (Bang, Marin, et. al) Chicago American Indian 
Center, 

§ Current Technology: Point of View Cameras



The sweet spot:  
NSF Funding: 1664510 : Understanding learning 
mechanisms and language acquisitions through 

intergenerational conversation in southwestern Ojibwe, a 
Native American language.

Revitalization
Interactional/ 

ecological 
approach



Documentation and methods
§ April 2016  (2 sets of walks) -April, May 2018 

§ Corpus is 15 walks, 20 minutes- 1.5 hours. 

§ 5 Elders, 12 different youths

§ “Walks”

§ On Ojibwe land, 22-4 youth, one Elder

§ Point of view camera, zoom recorders

§ Instructed to “walk” and talk about whatever they wanted, no “expertise” in identification



Gii-ashkibagwaanozowag



Documentation transcription sample



Theory: Indigenous pedagogy and 
Micro-interactional analysis

§ Following Bang, Marin (foundation of indigenous + interaction) And Goodwin
What is it? Why it matters:

§ Desettling language (science)- Human-nonhuman, and interaction rather than 
individual as unit of analysis. To understand human/ more than human 
collaboration; the work participants are doing in conversation; 

§ This is an empirical way to describe culture in the making, cultural production

§ Import to revitalization, more than learning words> Gap: theoretical land as 
pedagogy; language is separate. 

§ This is description of land as pedagogy and through indigenous language.



Role of land:  land as participant in 
transcripts

Land missing in transcript, human only



Land as, included in transcript 
participant with a turn



Interactional analysis of one episode: 

Naming

Pitching in
Reconstructing 

embodiment



“What is it called” is an invitation to 
construct knowledge together



to think about time/ life cycle and knowing 
through collaborative experience



Implications
For Land as Pedagogy

§ Across numerous episodes and walks, a shared conception of ecological knowledge 
emerged in which hierarchies of expert-novice were flattened and expertise was 
redistributed through interaction. Moreover, the nature of the expertise that participants 
collaboratively constructed was more experiential and relational than the 
decontextualized and specialized knowledge that is often encouraged in traditional 
schooling contexts (e.g., definitions, classifications, citations). 
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Implications for land based revitalization


